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Abstract - In the globalized world, Internet has out grown rapidly as a universal communication network tool, which not only allows sharing information but the entire tasks cooperatively through computing resources. However, over last few decades an illegal acts has numerously increased in the networks and moreover the devious and malicious has increased in their content and among them, especially denial of service (DoS) attacks is identified to be difficult. Thus the present paper aims to explore the DoS flooding attack problem and attempts to combat it with the classifiable countermeasures that prevent, detect, and respond to the DoS flooding attacks. The study adopted the secondary data collection method and data was collected various online and offline sources. The study proposed a cyber-security TCP-SYN is identified to be the effect method to mitigate and block the DDoS attacks and the implementation of these particular cost-effective defense mechanisms against these kinds of attack supports the business continuity to enhance their performance thoroughly.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the globalized world, Internet has out grown rapidly as a universal communication network tool. This Internet infrastructure tools not only allows sharing their information but the entire tasks cooperatively through computing resources contributing [1]. However, over last few decades an illegal acts has numerously increased in the networks and moreover the devious and malicious has increased in their content and among them, especially Denial of Service (DoS) attacks is identified to be difficult. Moreover, and end host can easily join the network and communicate with any other host by exchanging packets. These are encouraging features of the Internet, openness and scalability. However, attackers can also take these advantages to prevent legitimate users of a service from using that service by flooding messages to the corresponding server, which forms a Denial of Service (DoS) attack. A Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack is considered an active attack, which attempts to make a computer or network resource unavailable to its intended users [2]. DoS attacks exhaust the computing or communication resources of the victim’s computer or server.

Thus the present paper aims to explore the DoS flooding attack problem and attempts to combat it. Moreover, the study also classifies existing countermeasure based on where and when they prevent, detect, and respond to the DoS flooding attacks by adopting a review based approach. Finally, the study proposes a stimulative model creative, effective, efficient, and comprehensive prevention, detection, and response mechanisms that address the DDoS flooding problem before, during and after an actual attack.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives some background about the TCP-SYN flooding and the types of attacks are illustrated in the same section. That was used in Section 3 provides the information about our experimental setup and the experiments presented in this paper and results and discussions. Section 4 presents the conclusion.

II. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

Over the years the DoS attacks have become the most insidious threats on networked computer systems. This crippling attack is found to exploit the software protocols vulnerabilities and supports in achieving phenomenal results of no resource investment. However, instead of these attacker, the internet is subjected to flooding DoS attacks, in which the attacker invest a moderate amount, and this investment is identified to create vastly superior consumption of resources on the targeted system. Protecting against flooding DoS attacks can be particularly difficult and frustrating. At the heart of this difficulty is the presence of a constant compromise or trade-off between providing services to legitimate users of network services, while keeping malicious users at bay.
In order to have deep understanding over the concept of DoS it is essential to know the definition and types of DoS. The below section will detail about the concept and types of DoS.

In general the term DoS is identified as an attack attempt made by the adversary who intrudes the legitimate user’s service from server, butspeaking, about the attacks or threats which exhaust or saturate the system resources, or which allows to crashes during the operation, etc are found to as a DoS attack [3]. Moreover, if the hacker or attacker attacks multiple machines simultaneously then it is found to be Distributed Denial of-Service (DDoS) attack [4]. During 2000 to 2004 a high frequency of DDoS attacks faced by every organisation [5].

For instance, the recent attack on 4th April 2013 at Mt. Gox an Tokyo based firm was identified as largest DDoS attack on coin exchange were the price of virtual currency was manipulated and caused an fluctuation with an unstable price. Moreover, the adversaries displayed the error pages to the traders [6]–[8]. Moreover, another attack on Spamhaus caused another big chaos in the UK and Switzerland-based nonprofit organization. This is noted as the biggest DDoS cyber-attack in which 300 Gigabits per second of data was subjected to threat [9]. Likewise there are several attacks such as the attacks on Webster Bank and Zions Bancorp experienced a loss of $20 billion, were as the Zions bank in Utah, had a loss of $53 billion bank [10] on 8th November 2012. Later on 14th of December 2012 joined the list, which taught lesson to those who faced the threat [11]. Threat of DoS attacks has become even more severe with DDoS (Distributed Denial-of-Service) attack. These are various types of DOS and DDOS, which includes the UDP Flood Attack, were the adversary sends large number of UDP packets to a client system, and causes large network saturation. This result in available bandwidth depletion for legitimate service requests to the clients system [12].

The other DoS id the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) Flood that qualifies the client or the victim to send an echo packet to a remote host in order to check the connectivity [13]. The source IP is spoofed throughout the ICMP flood attack the source. In addition, if a half open connections is found then the SYN Flood Attack is being flooded [11], [14].

Another commonly ICMP flooding attack is the Smurf Attack. In the "smurf" attack, attackers are using ICMP echo request packets directed to IP broadcast addresses from remote locations to generate denial-of-service attacks. When the attackers create these packets, they do not use the IP address of their own machine as the source address. Instead, they create forged packets that contain the spoofed source address of the attacker's intended victim. The result is that when all the machines at the intermediary's site respond to the ICMP echo requests, they send replies to the victim's machine. The victim is subjected to network congestion that could potentially make the network unusable.

The Teardrop Attack is another DoS, exploits the way that the Internet Protocol (IP) requires a packet that is too large for the next router to handle be divided into fragments. The fragment packet identifies an offset to the beginning of the first packet that enables the entire packet to be reassembled by the receiving system. In the teardrop attack, the attacker's IP puts a confusing offset value in the second or later fragment. If the receiving operating system does not have a plan for this situation, it can cause the system to crash [15].

There various other attacks like Land Attack, Mail bomb, Ping of Death, Process Table, SSH Process Table, Syslogd, etc. On the other hand, various defensive mechanisms against the attackers were developed, which is represented in the following table 1.
The prevention tools alone are not reliable, as preventing cannot eliminate IP spoofing, thus there is a need to detect any spoofed attacks [17], [18]. Moreover, various authors [19]–[22] identified various distinct DDoS detection mechanism are available, which includes the Detection Timing, Detection activity, Signature based Anomaly based, Hybrid attack detection, Third party detection etc. These detection techniques allowed for the formulation of DDoS Attack Tolerance and Mitigation Technique, which is illustrated in the below table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prevention Techniques</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filtering routers</td>
<td>The packets in the network which enter and leave are filtered, through ingress and egress packet filter [16].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabling unused services:</td>
<td>The tampering and attacks are minimized through the UDP echo or through other unused services [17].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applying security patches:</td>
<td>To avoid the DoS all the servers are reorganized with security techniques and patches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP hopping</td>
<td>The IP address of clients are allowed to be pre-specified with set of IPs to prevent from DDoS attacks [17].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabling IP broadcast:</td>
<td>The malicious part of this attack is that the attacker can use a low-bandwidth connection to destroy high-bandwidth connections. The amount of packets that are sent by the attacker is multiplied by a factor equal to the number of hosts behind the router that reply to the ICMP echo packets.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are many network-based solutions against DDoS attacks. These solutions usually use routers or overlay networks to filter malicious traffic. Thus the below section illustrates evidence based results on DDoS Attack Tolerance and Mitigation Techniques, i.e. the below section explore various DDoS mitigation techniques with previous studies.

### III LITERATURE REVIEW

This section discusses the previous studies on DoS and DDoS attacks and mitigation techniques which would result in secured network with improved secure communication, enhanced customer satisfaction all industry especially service industry that increased productivity.

Initially, the study Peng et al. [27] focused on application related moderation and the study by Badishi et al. [15] suggested an ack-based port-hopping protocol concentrating on the traffic between two sources, defined as sender and receiver. The receiver replies back an acceptance note for each message received from the sender, and the sender utilizes this acceptance note as signals to alter target port numbers for its messages. As the protocol is ack-based, time synchronization is not required. But consider that the acceptance message could be missed in the network, and this might make the two persons employing same port for an extended time. If any attacker can trace the port number during real time communication, then he can direct an attack at which the communication will be lost.

Abuhaiba [28] study the vulnerabilities of sensor networks, design, and implement new approaches for routing attack. As one of the cornerstones of network infrastructure, routing systems are facing more threats than ever; they are vulnerable by nature and challenging to protect. The study also examined the parameter space of many possible denial of service attacks scenarios and make excessive simulations to identify what combination of parameter settings which leads to the more damaging and thus ultimate scenarios for our attack process. The significant factor here is the swarm capacity in terms of number of injected interests into the network. These results strengthen our attack in a way that it could be done efficiently by single powerful well positioned attacker. The results indicate that increasing number of attackers has slight effect on the success of the attack.
Kumar and Gade [29] evaluated the effectiveness of a Netscreen 5GT (or NS-5GT) security device from Juniper Networks under Layer-4 flood attacks at different attack loads. The study conducted real experiments to measure the performance of this security device NS-5GT under the TCP SYN and UDP flood attacks and test the performance of these protection features. The study found that the Juniper’s NS-5GT mitigated the effect of DDoS traffic to some extent especially when the attack of lower intensity. However, the device was unable to provide any protection against Layer4 flood attacks when the load exceeded 40Mbps. In order to guarantee a measured level of security, it is important for the network managers to measure the actual capabilities of a security device, using real attack traffic, before they are deployed to protect a critical information infrastructure.

Hari and Dohi [30] have presented a report on the significance of these protocol attacks. To confront with that, Badishi et al. [15] suggested a proposal that restarts the protocol. By periodical restarting, the sender and receiver can utilize new seed of pseudorandom functionality that generates various port number arrangements, in order to change the communication port number orders. Hence even if the attacker can initiate the directed attack as an event of missed acknowledgement packs, the sender and receiver can still communicate just by restarting the protocol. This restart is due to the assumption that the variation in clock timings of two communicating parties assigned to determine sender and receiver to restart at the same time. In this context the variation in clock timings can be inconsistent, but the clock rate for each communicating party is stable.

Badishi et al. [15] has presented a precise model and a study about the issues of DoS to applications (ports) by an attacker who can listen in. This study apart from port-hopping protocols suggested, also consist of studying the impact of adversary’s different approaches to launch blind attacks. The aim of the attacker is to reduce the feasibility that client information is obtained by the server called the delivery probability as much as possible. The researchers presented a lower bound that the attacker would not be able to reduce the delivery probability beyond that. The lower bound is based on the capability of a port for receiving messages and also attacker capacity to flood messages. The results contain important information of settings and processes as mentioned in this paper in spite of application’s defense mechanism.

Lee and Thing [31] suggest another port-hopping system for the client server model. In this method, time factor is divided into distinct time slots. In this the client and server use a pseudorandom functionality to determine which port needs to be used in a specific time slot. The researcher estimates that the time offset along with delay in message is composed by the contact value of I, hence there is need for a time synchronization mechanism. Rather, the correct open time for the communication port for the time slot is delayed forward and backward by 1/21. This mechanism shows the base idea of time-based port hopping, but yet it calculated on synchronized clock values.

Same as port-hopping, Srivatsa et al. [32] suggested client-transparent approach. This method uses JavaScript to include authentication code into the TCP/IP layer of the networking protocol stack; hence messages with unauthorized authentication code will be limited by the server’s firewall. For the purpose of preventing DoS attacks, the authentication code gets altered regularly. A challenge server is enabled whose task is to produce keys that control the number of clients linked to the server and integrating the clients with the server. As this process is depending on the challenge server, security of the challenge server is quite significant. The paper denotes that a cryptographic-type of mechanism can be utilized to secure the challenge server, though this has not been discussed briefly.

Fu et al. [33] enhanced port-hopping to assist various applications, by suggesting the BIGWHEEL algorithm, in a typical application server to interact with various clients in a port-hopping system eliminating the requirement of group synchronization. Further, researchers have suggested an adaptive algorithm. HOPERAA, tunable hopping accompanied by bounded asynchrony, while commuting parties contain clock drifts. The explanations are straight forward, based on the fact that each party communicating with server is independent of other client, without any acknowledgement or time server in place. Also they do not depend on the application to have a fixed port kept open at the beginning nor do they need the clients to obtain a “first-contact” port from a third party. The analytical aspects of the algorithms have been displayed and an experimental study of their success rates, confirming the connection with the analytical values is performed. Another compelling issue to study further is to check out the variable hopping frequencies and variable clock drifts. For instance, if the author has used TCP, then predicted RTT for TCP can be directly utilized to set the value of µ.

Tripathi et al. [34] suggested that a DDoS attack effectively by using Map Reduce programming structure. The objective was to propose a model that used SAMR Counter related algorithm that enhances the process as it inputs the information history that has been stored on each node and update the details after each execution. This way, it produces more precise Progress score and determines which process needs to be backed up. This process has three input parameters: time interval, unbalance ratio and threshold, that are stored in HDFS using packet loader. The packet collector obtains IP packets from trace files from the disk, and writes them on HDFS. IP packets are saved in the binary format of libpcap. The unbalanced ratios and threshold for server are sent as parameters along with the timestamp. The process (Job) starts at the client end and Job Tracker running SAMR scheduler divides the job into map and limistasks and designates them to a collection of nodes and at the same time it obtains the historical information which has been saved on every node and is updated after each execution. This appropriate model replaced the default scheduling through fair scheduler which uses Hadoop algorithm to determine DDoS attack. The author has compared the efficiency of two well-known operating systems, namely the Apple’s Lion and Microsoft’s Windows 7, in context of the DDoS attacks. The author has compared the computing performance of...
both the operating systems with two ICMP based DDoS attacks. As the aspect of OS is to regulate the server or computer resources effectively as much as possible, the author has evaluated the efficiency of OS in managing computer assets. This study has evaluated by comparing the in built security of both operating systems in an iMac computer that can run both Windows 7 and Lion.Land Attack and ICMP Ping are the simulated DDoS attacks. The exhaustion of the pro-cessors, Echo Reply messages and the number of Echo Request are measured by generating under varied attack loads in both Ping and Land Attack. The results of the experiments indicate that both the operating systems could handle the attacks though they have acted differently during the attack. The Lion Operating System handled both Land and Ping attack in the exactly same way, but in the case of Windows 7 the two attacks were handled differently, that result in varied processor usage by two different operating systems

Vellalacheruvu and Kumar[35] has stated that CP SYN flood is a common DDoS attack, and current operating systems shows a protection mode against this attack that can potentially reduce the web application performance and user connectivity. In this study the performance of TCP-SYN attack protection that comes along with Microsoft’s windows server 2003 is evaluated. It is has been detected that the SYN attack protection offered by the server is only effective to prevent attacks at low loads of SYN attack traffic only, and is not adequate to protect higher magnitude of SYN attack traffic. The units of results presented in the study can assist network operators to estimate the retoction method present in millions of Windows server 2003 in protecting the most popular DDoS attacks, called the TCP SYN attack, eventually upgrade their network security by other means.

Obimbo and Ferriman[36] conducted a study on the utilization of LDAP used in the user authentication by execution of a DoS attack destroying the TCP three-way handshake requirement while initializing a connectivity to an LDAP server. The study has shown that the use of LDAP is not good enough for authentication process. In the Section 3 the suggested attack has gone through by refusal of service because of SYN flooding resulting in disruption of LDAP service. In Section 3.2 the study argues that the authentication is an important process an eminent DoS attack has been successful. Section 4.1 has indicated two basic errors of LDAP which are securing LDAP servers from DoS attacks and securing user passwords from being traced in a network. Finally section 4.2 indicated that the use of Kerberos is a substitute to the authentication process of LDAP.

Zargaret al. [37] scope of the DDoS flooding attack problem and attempts to combat it. We categorize the DDoS flooding attacks and classify existing countermeasures based on where and when they prevent, detect, and respond to the DDoS flooding attacks. Moreover, we highlight the need for a comprehensive distributed and collaborative defense approach. Our primary intention for this work is to stimulate the research community into developing creative, effective, efficient, and comprehensive prevention, detection, and response mechanisms that address the DDoS flooding problem before, during and after an actual attack.

Holl [4] explored the DDoS Defense Mechanisms and identified the frequently attacked layer. In the present study various defensive mechanisms’ efficiency was measured, which includes the Proactive defense mechanisms, Reactive defense mechanisms, Post attack analysis. Moreover, the study adopted the entropy comparison of consecutive packet method to achieve the Zero-Day DDoS attacks. The study results identified various challenges, which includes Size of the Botnet, Abnormal traffic detection, Long-term attacks and Large-scale testing. The study concluded that DDoS attacks are global threats, which is mitigated through selective black holing technique. However, the study stated based on the scenario the framework might vary.

Thus the research gap was identified there is no standard structure that would address and mitigate the DoS and DDoS flooding attacks. In addition, various studies [29] used the SYN-TCP method but failed to provide protection against Layer4 (i.e Transport Layer). Moreover, none of the study proved the effectiveness of SYN-TCP attempts to combat the DoS flooding attack problem.

IV CONCLUSION

Thus the study concluded that in the complexly increasing DDoS attacks, various defense mechanisms were structured, but in the modern world all the defense systems are built with various several detection techniques and mitigation algorithms. Even though the DoS attacks are handled in various structures, not all the defense mechanisms suits best for all kinds of DDoS attacks. In these cases, the TCP-SYN is identified to be the effect method to mitigate and block the DDoS attacks. However, the present study is identified to be limited to development and application, thus the future study by applies this method in real time to know the holistic approach.
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